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Abstract—This paper presents the field trial measurement data of
WiMAX base station; it includes the system coverage, signal strength
and available transmission rate. Data consisting of real time images,
VoIP internet telephone are transmitted through Skype software
by using WiMAX, HSDPA (3.5G) and EDGE (2G) transmission
techniques, and these data are connected to centrally equipped
wireless monitoring servers to perform data monitoring and analysis.
Finally, we make comparisons, analysis and discussions of these three
transmission techniques from the measured and characterized data.

1. INTRODUCTION
With prosperous development of wireless data communication and the
maturity of various wire line and wireless communication techniques,
the demand for high mobility network, such as HDTV, outdoor
networking, HSDPA etc., has been increasing in every dimension; it
allows users at any time and anywhere to enjoy high speed networking
and receive their request or demand information instantly. However,
for users at this high speed information age their demands for wide
bandwidth transmission are continuously increasing, and consequently
their requests for various services are also flourishing in all fields.
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WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access)
is a new transmission technology which provides the bandwidth
congregation technique in a wider coverage area than WiFi and
provides users higher data transmission capacity. WiMAX can provide
various applications in mobility and high transmission data rate.
With continuous technology improvement and the maturity of system
development, it enables to provide more flexibility and better mobility
data transmission with WiMAX platform.
HSDPA (High Speed Downlink Packet Access) is a mobile
communication protocol. It is also called 3.5G, and the throughput is
up to 8 ∼ 10 Mbit/s. Enhanced data rates for GSM evolution (EDGE)
is an extension of 2G and 2.5G (GPRS). The maximum throughput is
384 Kbps.
The remaining paper is organized in the following. Section 2
introduces the WiMAX signal measurement environments. Section 3
compares the measurement data and simulation results in WiMAX,
and the signal qualities of WiMAX/HSDPA/EDGE are compared.
The conclusion is drawn in Section 4.
Table 1. IEEE 802.16m system parameters [2].
Parameters
System bandwidth
(MHz)
Sampling frequency
(Fs, MHz)
Sample time
(1/Fs, nsec)
FFT size
(NFFT)
Subcarrier frequency
pacing
Useful symbol
time (Tb=1/f)
Guard time
(Tg=Tb/8)
OFDM symbol
time (Ts=Tb+Tg)

Values
1.25

2.5

5

10

20

1.429

2.857

5.714

11.429

22.857

700

350

175

88

44

128

256

512

1024

2048

11.16 KHz
89.6 µs
11.2 µs
100.8 µs
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2. MEASUREMENT OF WIMAX SIGNAL
The WiMAX operating frequency band in Taiwan is deployed in
2.50 ∼ 2.69 GHz [1–3]. The system parameters of IEEE 802.16m
standard with possible system bandwidths are listed in Table 1, while
Table 2 tabulates the relationship between the frame duration and
frame size for every system bandwidth considered in Table 1.
The WiMAX base station is set up on the thirteenth floor of the
International Building at the National Taiwan University of Science
and Technology, and its coverage range includes the campus of the
National Taiwan University as shown in Figure 1.
Totally fifty-eight (58) locations have been selected as the test
points for WiMAX measurements, including certain main streets and
buildings in the main campus of the National Taiwan University.
After integrating the measurement results from these fifty-eight test
locations, the WiMAX received signal strengths in its coverage range
have a distribution as shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2, different colors
are used to identify various RSSI levels and their associated throughput
in the system coverage range. Areas identified with light gray color
are the areas having the best signal quality with RSSI larger than
−60 dBm, while areas with gray color indicate that the signal strengths
in these areas are between −60 ∼ −80 dBm, and the areas with the
worst signal quality with RSSI less than −80 dBm are indicated by
griseous color, and the signal may be imminently cut off. The resulting
system downlink throughput, CINR (carrier to interference and noise
ratio), and RSSI in each coverage area is summarized in Table 3 for
comparison.
Table 2. Relation between frame duration and frame size.
Frame size (ms)
2
2.5
4
5
8
10
12.5
20

Frame size (symbols/s)
19
24
39
49
79
99
124
198
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Figure 1. WiMAX base station (VMAX).

Figure 2. WiMAX base station signal strength distributions.
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Table 3. WiMAX coverage.
Color

Modulation

DL Throughput (Mbps)

CINR (dB)

RSSI (dBm)

Red

QPSK

2.03

9.18

−82.71

Green

16 QAM

3.27

11.32

−73.95

Blue

64 QAM

3.91

23.65

−51.26

3. ANALYSIS OF MEASURED DATA AND
SIMULATION TEST
3.1. Channel Model [4–13]
In wireless transmission, the received signal strength will be affected
by many factors such as channel noise, antenna configuration and its
gain, multipath effect due to the signal being obstructed when it passes
through the buildings, woods and terrain reflection, etc. Especially, the
multipath fading effect will make the received signal vary randomly.
The communication channel is then analyzed and simulated through
the channel statistical characteristics, and many channel models have
been proposed and discussed. The signal strength at the receiver
terminal can be summarized in the following equation:
P (dBm) = Pt + Gt + Gr − P L

(1)

where
Pt : Transmitting power of base station/ mobile station (dBm).
Gt : Antenna gain of mobile station /base station (dBi).
Gr : Antenna gain of base station/ mobile station (dBi).
P L is the path loss in dB between the transmitter and the receiver
The path loss model considered in this paper follows the Macro-cell
COST 231 Hata model as shown in the following equation when the
user is equipped with an antenna with a height of 1.5 meter [14]:
P L =(4.49 − 6.55 log 10(hBS )) log 10(d) + 26.46 + 5.83 log 10(hBS )
+ 26 log 10(f [GHz]/2)
(2)
where
d: Transmission distance between the transmitter and the receiver
in meters, 10 m < d < 5000 m.
hBS : Base station antenna height, 10 m < hBS < 150 m.
f : Carrier frequency (GHz), 2 GHz ∼ 6 GHz.
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From Equations (1) and (2), the received signal strength can be
determined when the transmission distance between the transmitter
and receiver, and other system parameters are given. The resulting
system performance can then be estimated when the signal to noise
ratio, SNR, at the receiver terminal can be measured or calculated.
The noise power can be determined from the following equation:
N (dBm) = N0 × BW = kTe × BW = BW

4.0 pW
GHz

(3)

where
k = 1.38 × 10−23 J/K (Boltzmann constant)
Te = 273 + ◦ C
BW is the system bandwidth.
The resulting SNR can be calculated from the following equation,
SNR(dB) = P (dBm) − N (dBm)

(4)

3.2. Measured Data and Simulation Test
With the system parameters as listed in Table 4 used in the system
simulation, the resulting simulated system downlink throughput in
WiMAX is as shown in Figure 3. It shows that the system can provide
up to 10 Mbps in downlink throughput with 16 QAM or 64 QAM
modulation while it can generate only 4 Mbps throughput for the
QPSK modulation mapping. The field trial measurement has data as
shown in Figure 4. Comparing actual measurements from simulations
in all test cases, with results plotted in Figures 3 and 4, the actual
measurements appear to have lower throughput than the simulation

Figure 3. Simulated downlink
throughput of WiMAX.

Figure 4. Measured downlink
throughput of WiMAX.
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Table 4. System simulation parameters of WiMAX.
Channel Bandwidth (MHz)
FFT Size
Sampling frequency, Fs (MHz)
Subcarrier spacing (kHz)
Useful symbol time, Tb (µs)
Number of Subcarrier
Coding Rate
Modulation
Transmitter Power

10
1024
11.2
10.94
91.4
768
1/2
QPSK, 16 QAM, 64 QAM
1 Watt (30 dBm)

Table 5. Comparison of measured and simulated downlink throughput
of WiMAX.
Simulation
Throughput-BS Distance

Measured
Throughput-CPE Distance

QPSK

5.2 Mbps

1130 m

1.96 Mbps

909.8 m

16 QAM

10 Mbps

755 m

3.14 Mbps

672.1 m

64 QAM

10 Mbps

560 m

3.86 Mbps

524.6 m

results, which may be due to the non-ideal channel model encountered
in the field trail measurement. The difference between the measured
and simulated results, i.e., the difference between Figures 3 and 4, is
tabulated in Table 5.
3.3. Simulation Results Of WiMAX, HSDPA Or EDGE
Figure 5 shows the system simulation functional block diagram for
WiMAX, HSPDA or EDGE. The Server is set up on the fifth floor
of the Electrical Engineering Building II at the National Taiwan
University. The WiMAX base station is located on the thirteenth
floor of the International Building at the National Taiwan University
of Science and Technology. It is 675 meters away from the server and
connects to the wireless network of WiMAX, 3.5G HSDPA/WCDMA
or 2G EDGE through the selection of WiMAX Dongle and 3.5G/2G
Dongle.
The measurements at test points, A ∼ L, as shown in Figure 1
have been performed. The test points B, G and I are operated for
the indoor test while test points A, C, D, E, F , H, J, K and L are
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Figure 6. Downlink Throughput comparisons.

Figure 7. Uplink throughput comparisons
operated for the outdoor test. From the simulation results as shown in
Figures 6 and 7, the WiMAX has the throughput almost double as that
of the 3.5G system, almost ten times as that of EDGE. At the receiving
locations with stronger signal strengths, the WiMAX has the highest
DL throughput. However, in the UL measurements it has different
throughput from that of DL measurement. When the WiMAX signal
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strength becomes low, the UL throughput may be dropped to tenth of
its highest throughput, and when the signal strength is lower further,
the users may be unable to transmit their data reaching to the server.
4. CONCLUSION
The WiMAX system in Taiwan operates in the 2.50 ∼ 2.69 GHz
band. The signal strength in indoor transmission fades significantly
as validated from the field trials measurements data. WiMAX
indoor transmission needs to manipulate with other apparatuses such
as repeater, pico, femto cell etc. to improve the signal quality or
extend the system coverage range. From our measurement results,
we could make the following recommendation: if WiMAX system is
deployed outdoor but not having satisfactory indoor signal coverage
and meanwhile only a few users are indoor, then we recommend the
exploitation of repeaters to improve the indoor signal quality. If it is an
indoor small office or residence but it has more than five users then it
recommends installing femto cells. If it is an office building and it has
more than ten users then it is appropriate to use pico cell to improve
the signal quality. How the signal quality is improved when any of
these recommendations is implemented in the WiMAX system is our
ongoing project. When more data are available in various WiMAX
system structures, the transmission characteristics of each WiMAX
system will be revealed and discussed properly.
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